HUMAN RESOURCES
Human Resource Management System
NuView Solutions includes two HR Tech products: NuView Human Capital Management and NuView CORT Payroll. NuView
Human Capital Management is a single, unified enterprise HR management system. NuView CORT Payroll is a full-spectrum
online enterprise payroll platform. Both are available as an on-premise or hosted solution.

Customer Success
Communications provider uses NuView core HRMS to access personnel data and enhanced metrics for timely
organizational decisions to meet the changing demands of their global business.
COMPANY

Summary

Global public affairs and
strategic communications

Ignite's NuView Core HRMS solution is used by this communications company to track
each office on a global scale. All offices have different employee rules, languages,
holidays, time off and vacations. The global approach and advanced analytics are a
perfect fit for this growing, global, mid-market company.

ESTIMATED REVENUE

Why NuView HRMS

$120 million / year

This communications company needed a core HR solution with global capabilities that
was flexible, easy-to-use, and affordable. They selected Ignite’s NuView Core HRMS for
its affordability as well as its ability to meet and exceed the businesses key global needs.
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NuView Core HRMS has made it easy to access information and make decisions faster. It
provided a tailored approach to the businesses needs through customizations and
provides legal and cultural expertise to management and individual global offices from a
human resources perspective, something that is essential to the company’s global
success and growth.

Customer Outcome

Using Ignite’s NuView configurable system, the corporate human resources team in
Washington, DC is able to touch every location and employee. On a global level, Ignite's
NuView solution has helped this communications giant manage its large and diversified
workforce in a way that enhances their entire bottom line and organization. Finally,
Ignite's NuView solution allows the HR department to manage a global company from
one system - a priceless attribute to the human resources team.

“The system and the data we analyze is an integral part to help us grow and manage our global business.
NuView Systems’ easily configurable platform has helped streamline and evolve processes”
Solution Benefits
Ignite’s Human Resource Management System boosts productivity, streamlines workflow, manages payroll and aligns
human resource programs and initiatives.
NuView Human Capital Management: Manage and organize a global workforce from a single unified, HR Management
platform boosting productivity, streamlining workflow, managing payroll and aligning human resource programs.
NuView CORT Payroll: Address full spectrum enterprise payroll needs with the flexibility, control, and insight needed to
support the unique aspects of any organization.

For more information, visit www.ignitetech.com/nuview

